Abstract. It is shown that a nite system T of matrices whose real linear combinations have real spectrum satis es a bound of the form ke ihT; i k C(1 + j j) s e rj= j .
Introduction
Given a system T = (T 1 ; : : :; T d ) of n n matrices with the property that the spectrum (hT; i) of the matrix hT; i := P d j=1 T j j is real for every 2 R d , a symmetric functional calculus for T has been de ned in 7] . The matrices T 1 ; : : :; T d do not necessarily commute with each other. The functional calculus has the property that if p : R d ! C is a polynomial in d real variables, then p(T) is the matrix obtained by replacing the expressions x j 1 x j k in p by symmetrised products of the matrices T j 1 ; : : :; T j k .
In the case that T is a d-tuple of hermitian matrices, the Weyl functional calculus 11], 9], 1] is also de ned for T and it associates the same matrix p(T) with the polynomial p : R d ! C . If the assumption that T consists of hermitian matrices is replaced by the assumption that there exist numbers C > 0 and r; s 0 such that (1) ke ihT; i k C(1 + j j) s e rj= j for all 2 C d ; then the Paley-Wiener Theorem still guarantees the existence of the Weyl functional calculus. Moreover, it is proved in 6] that the Weyl functional calculus and the functional calculus mentioned above agree on their common domain and the two related notions of`joint spectrum' (T) for the system T coincide.
It is well known that the bound (1) implies that (2) (hT; i) R; for all 2 R d ; even for a system T of bounded linear operators acting on a Banach space 4, Theorem 4.5, p160]. The purpose of this note is to prove that condition (2) implies the bound (1) for a system of matrices. It is a simple matter to write down an example of a commuting pair T of bounded linear operators acting on`2(N) such that condition (2) holds but the bound (1) fails 7, Example 2.1].
Although hT; i may be put into its Jordan normal form for each 2 C d so that the eigenvalues are real if 2 R d , it is not obvious how the imaginary parts of the eigenvalues will grow as j= j ! 1. A further di culty is that the similarity transformations U( ) which put hT; i into its Jordan normal form J( ) are only holomorphic in an open set in which J( ) has constant structure 2, Theorem 3, p387] . This di culty is bypassed by appealing to a formula of E. Nelson 9] , 5] expressing the exponential e ihT; i in terms of powers of hT; i up to order n ? 1. In Theorem 2 it is shown that, in the language of A. Pryde 10] , a system of matrices satisfying (2) so the bound (1) certainly fails. We only need the following result for matrices in the proof of Theorem 2, but the proof below is valid for bounded linear operators acting on a Banach space. 
Here R 3 is a bounded open set with smooth boundary @ and exterior unit normal n(!) de ned for all ! 2 @ such that contains f0g (A; B). The surface measure of @ is and f is a C (n) -valued function that is monogenic in a neighbourhood of |see 7] for the notation and 3] for an exposition of Cli ord analysis.
Set T 1 = A and T 2 = B. In the special case that k 1 ; k 2 = 0; 1; 2; : : :, k = k 1 + k 2 and f(x) = x k 1 1 x k 2 2 for all x = (x 1 ; x 2 ) 2 R 2 , formula (3) gives
where the sum is taken over every map of the set f1; : : :; kg into f1; 2g which assumes the value j exactly k j times, for each j = 1; 2 7, Corollary 3.3 (i)]. Now let 2 C , t 2 R and set f ;t (x) = ( ?x 1 t?ix 2 ) ?1 for all x = (x 1 ; x 2 ) 2 R 2 such that x 1 t + ix 2 for all ! 2 R 3 for which the denominator is nonzero. The restriction off ;t to R 2 is equal to f ;t . Let f ;t (A; B) be the operator de ned by formula (3). Then for j j large enough, the Neumann series expansion of ( I ? At ? iB) ?1 coincides with the series expansion given by formula (3) because of the equality (4) for polynomials. The function 7 ! f ;t (A; B) is complex analytic for all 2 C o the set fx 1 t + ix 2 : (x 1 ; x 2 ) 2 (A; B)g; so the resolvent set of the operator At + iB contains the complement of this set. Put s = supfjx 1 j : (x 1 ; x 2 ) 2 (A; B)g and r = supfjx 2 j : (x 1 ; x 2 ) 2 (A; B)g.
The bound for r; s follows from the expansion for G ! (A; B) which converges for j!j > (1 + p 2)(kAk 2 + kBk 2 ) 1=2 , see 7, equation (6)]. Remark. For bounded selfadjoint operators A; B acting on a Hilbert space, the spectrum (At + iB) is contained in the numerical range of At + iB, so the result follows immediately.
The bound
This section is devoted to proving the following result in which an algebraic condition implies a matrix-norm bound on exponentials. Let n 2 be an integer. Theorem 2. Let T = (T 1 ; : : :; T d ) be a d-tuple of n n matrices such that (hT; i) R; for all 2 R d : Then there exist numbers C > 0 and r 0 such that ke ihT; i k C(1 + j j) n?1 e rj= j for all 2 C d :
We rst observe that for all 2 C d satisfying j< j 1, the bound ke ihT; i k e R e Rj= j for R = ?P d j=1 kT j k 2 1=2 , so we need only consider the case j< j 1. 
and u; v > 0, the the spectrum of hT; iu + ihT; iv is contained in u ?r; r] + iv ?r; r]. Hence, for every u; v > 0, the set (6) To see that the supremum is nite, for each t > 0 and 0 w 1, let ?(t; w) be the unordered n-tuple of eigenvalues of the (n n) matrix At + iBw, counting the possible multiplicity of eigenvalues. Then j< j rt and j= j r for each element 2 ?(t; w).
Because jp At+iBw (z)j = Q : For all t > 0, the function y 7 ! p A+iBt (r 0 + iy) is a polynomial of degree n bounded below by (r 0 ? r) n , so an argument similar to that above shows that for all u 1, the right hand part of the integral (7) 
